In this paper, we introduce the increasing belief criterion in association rule mining. The criterion uses a recursive application of Bayes' theorem to compute a rule's belief. Extracted rules are required to have their belief increase with their last observation. We extend the taxonomy of association rule mining algorithms with a new branch for Bayesian rule mining (BRM), which uses increasing belief as the rule selection criterion. In contrast, the well-established frequent association rule mining (FRM) branch relies on the minimum-support concept to extract rules. We derive properties of the increasing belief criterion, such as the increasing belief boundary, no-prior-worries, and conjunctive premises. Subsequently, we implement a BRM algorithm using the increasing belief criterion, and illustrate its functionality in three experiments: (1) a proof-of-concept to illustrate BRM properties, (2) an analysis relating socioeconomic information and chemical exposure data, and (3) mining behaviour routines in patients undergoing neurological rehabilitation. We illustrate how BRM is capable of extracting rare rules and does not suffer from support dilution. Furthermore, we show that BRM focuses on the individual event generating processes, while FRM focuses on their commonalities. We consider BRM's increasing belief as an alternative criterion to thresholds on rule support, as often applied in FRM, to determine rule usefulness.
INTRODUCTION
A SSOCIATION rules can model a process by describing the relationship between its variables. In a dynamic process, for example, a rule states that a change on an input will cause a change on an output. As the process' evolution is stored in a dataset, rule mining can extract the original relationship between the process' inputs and outputs. The frequently applied paradigm for mining rules is frequent association rule mining (FRM). Rules extracted by FRM, e.g., a → b, have their support greater than a set threshold called minimum-support. The literature defines support as in Equation 1 , where #(a → b) is the rule's occurrence count and |D| is the dataset size [1] .
The following thought experiment illustrates one of FRM's limitations. Suppose we use all supermarket receipts from the winter holidays for rule mining. Then, we would see rules that associate the ingredients used for winter holiday meals. However, if we now consider a year worth of receipts from the same supermarket, then, the winter holiday meal ingredients would not have enough support to be extracted. In other words, the minimum-support threshold used to extract rules in a small dataset will not work in an extended version of the dataset due to the definition of rule • L.I. Lopera González, A. Derungs, and O. Amft are with the Chair of Digital Helath at the Erlangen-Nürnberg Univesity, Erlangen, Germany, 91052. E-mail: luis.i.lopera@fau.de c 2019 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. Permission from IEEE must be obtained for all other uses, in any current or future media, including reprinting/republishing this material for advertising or promotional purposes, creating new collective works, for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or reuse of any copyrighted component of this work in other works. support. We refer to FRM's dependency on the dataset size as support dilution.
Another FRM limitation appears when a dataset contains multiple processes. FRM has the implicit assumption that all processes generate symbols at the same rate. However, in practice, processes can generate symbols at different rates. For example, people in Germany occasionally buy white sausages, but when they do, they always buy wheat beer. So the rule 'if white sausage then wheat beer' is a rare rule when compared to frequent rules, e.g., 'if milk then eggs'. FRM can extract rare rules by using a low minimum-support threshold. Unfortunately, spurious symbol associations may create unwanted rules that FRM's threshold cannot eliminate. Filtering out unwanted rules for FRM has been addressed in the past [2] , [3] . However, we observed that the processing required to separate rules does not generalise.
To bypass FRM's support dilution and rare rule extraction limitations, we propose to exploit the belief concept of Bayesian filtering and derive an increasing belief criterion. We drew inspiration from Prices account of Bayes views on updating beliefs [4] . Price illustrates the idea with an example of a group of cavemen coming out into the world for the first time. The first thing the cavemen will probably notice is the sun, and how the sun moves through the sky until it disappears. At this point, the cavemen are unaware if the sun will appear again. As the sun rose and set during the next days, the cavemen will update their belief about the sun setting and rising as a defining feature of the way the world works outside the cave.
In this work, we present the following contributions: (1) We extend the taxonomy of association rule mining by a branch for Bayesian rule mining (BRM), which uses increasing belief as rule mining criterion.
(2) We introduce the increasing belief criterion, derive key properties, and show their application. arXiv:1912.06432v1 [cs.AI] 13 Dec 2019 Figure 1 : Extended taxonomy of association rule mining. We introduce a new branch for Bayesian rule mining (BRM), which employs increasing belief as rule selection criteria. The method presented in this paper is an exhaustive search algorithm. Nevertheless, further algorithms based on the increasing belief criterion are conceivable. The taxonomy expands on Beiranvand et al. [5] .
(3) We implement an exhaustive search BRM algorithm and demonstrate its viability as solution for support dilution and rare rule extraction, by extracting rules in three datasets: a synthetic time series, a dataset linking socio-economic variables with chemical-exposure information, and a dataset of daily behaviour routine annotations of patients with hemiparesis. In each experiment, we compared rules extracted by BRM and FRM and evaluated their quality and usefulness for each application.
RELATED WORK
Association rule mining algorithms can be organised into branches by their main rule selection criteria. We consider two algorithm branches: the FRM branch, which uses support to extract rules, and the BRM branch, which uses increasing belief. Figure 1 illustrates the first four levels of our proposed taxonomy. The use of minimum-support determines the first subclasses level for FRM, and the method used for finding frequent symbol sets defines the next level. Padillo et al. [6] provided a comprehensive list of the FRM algorithms, and we expanded on the FRM taxonomy of optimisation algorithms that use minimum-support proposed by Beiranvand et al. [5] . To our knowledge, and except for our initial work on BRM [7] , the entirety of research on association rule mining belongs to the FRM branch. In the BRM branch, the method used to find relevant symbol sets determines the first subclass level. We have added the optimisation block as a place holder for future research.
Below, we elaborate on the FRM methods along the taxonomy. The related work is organized in three subsections. First, we follow the taxonomy illustrated in Fig. 1 to present FRM methods. Next, we provide examples of work that considered the challenge of rare rule extraction. Finally, we describe our previous work in BRM.
Frequent Association Rule Mining Branch

Minimum-support, Exhaustive
An exhaustive search algorithm has to traverse the lattice created from the symbol's power set. The downwardclosure property [8] can be used to facilitate lattice traversal.
The property states that the support of any symbol set is less or equal to the support of any of its possible subsets. Therefore, exhaustive search algorithms can ignore entire branches of the symbol set lattice when a given set does not pass the minimum-support threshold.
The use of the downward-closure property divides FRM's exhaustive search class into two subclasses. OPUS is an example of exhaustive search algorithms that do not use the downward-closure property to traverse the symbol lattice. Webb [9] created OPUS as a frequent-set mining algorithm. Subsequently, Webb [10] presented an extension that converted OPUS into a rule mining algorithm. The Apriori [11] and ECLAT [12] algorithms use the downwardclosure property and define two distinct approaches on how to traverse the symbol set lattice. The Apriori algorithm uses a breadth-first approach. The algorithm starts with all one symbol sets and traverses the lattice upwards using the downward-closure property. The ECLAT algorithm uses a depth-first approach, starting with one symbol and traversing the lattice in depth using the downward-closure property to avoid infrequent branches. Exhaustive search algorithms in BRM can use the premise-conjunction property (Property 3) to simplify the search for premise symbol sets with more than one element. Our proposed algorithm uses a breadth-first approach to traverse the symbol lattice.
Minimum-support, Optimisation
Evolutionary algorithms use genetic optimization or swarms to find the most common symbol sets. The general approach is to write maximization objectives which are usually functions of support and confidence [13] , [14] , [15] . However, most approaches still need a minimum-support threshold to select rules. BRM opens a new area of research, as the increasing belief criterion can be integrated with evolutionary algorithms, thus replacing support and related measures of rule interest.
Rule grammars and machine learning approaches have been presented as alternatives of the downward-closure property to restrict rule search space. For example, Padillo et al. [6] uses rule grammar and map reduce to optimize the mining process in large datasets. Rule grammars can be used seamlessly with increasing belief, and rule belief can be maximized using map reduce by means of Prop. 1. In timeseries, Guillam-Bert et al. [16] proposed the TITARl algorithm. They used decision trees to improve rule description and specificity, specially when regarding time.
Other FRM Algorithms
Other algorithms in FRM do not use minimum-support as part of the rule selection process. ARMGA and EARMGA are optimisation algorithms proposed by Yan et al. [17] . (E)ARMGA uses a genetic programming approach with relative confidence as the fitness function. The algorithm searches for the best k rules until it reaches a maximum number of generations or the difference between the relative confidence of the best and worst individuals is less than a parameter α. By avoiding the minimum-support threshold, (E)ARMGA does not suffer from support dilution. However, as data is added that does not maintain the distribution of initial rule's symbols, relative confidence increases and tends to one, regardless of the relative frequencies of the premise and conclusion sets. Furthermore, the parameter α is difficult to set without solving the rule mining problem, i.e., without doing a parametric search.
Bashir et al. [13] proposed an exhaustive search algorithm, which starts by selecting n symbol sets. Then, their algorithm selects the smallest support values of the chosen symbols sets, and prunes the search space using the downward-closure property. The search process is repeated looking for sets with higher support. As there are always n selected sets, the value for pruning the search spaced is set to the smallest support value.
Rare Rule Extraction
When researchers applied rule mining to practical problems, they noted that the most-frequent rules were not always the most interesting. For example, in activities of daily living, some patterns, like walking and talking, occur frequently, but do not yield interesting rules. Therefore, several rule interest metrics were proposed, including lift [18] , conviction [19] , among others, to prune the final rule set. Nevertheless, rule interest metrics are either based on support or depend on frameworks that use minimum-support to select the initial candidate rule set. We argue that the use of support to preselect rules causes the mining algorithm to miss rare but essential rules. For example, consider a ceiling lamp controlled by motion and the absence of daylight. While motion may often trigger the lamp, in comparison, absence of daylight will only trigger the lamp a couple of times a day. As a result, finding the relation between the absence of daylight and the lamp being triggered is difficult based on support alone [2] .
The common tactic to solve rare rule problems is to use a sufficiently low minimum-support threshold. Then, algorithms use rule interest metrics to extract interesting and rare rules. For example, Liu et al. [20] proposed a methodology to extract intricate activity patterns from timeseries. Their method searches for rules in a region bounded by minimum-support and confidence thresholds. The final rules are selected using a threshold on information gain. A similar approach was implemented by Liu et al. [3] .
They proposed a support band to determine a rule's rarity. In contrast, Srinivasan et al. [21] proposed a method for extracting conditional action rules using four new rule selection criteria. However, their framework uses a minimumsupport threshold to mine frequent symbol sets.
Bayesian Rule Mining Branch
We expand on our initial BRM work [7] by refining the theoretical derivation and mined rule handling. Moreover, we introduced two additional properties of increasing belief, add an optional control parameter, extend the algorithm for database mining, and present three new evaluation scenarios.
INCREASING BELIEF CRITERION
We defined belief in a rule as the recursive application of the Bayes theorem, as shown in Definition 1. The initial belief B 1 (r) of a rule r = a → b is the probability of observing the conclusion b given that the premise a was observed, i.e., P (b|a). Using the Bayes theorem, B 1 (r) is calculated using the probability P (a|b) 1 and the prior p. In general, P (a|b) k can be estimated by the ratio k/#b k , where k is the kth observation of the rule r and #b k is the number of times b is observed at the kth observation of r. Thus, in the initial state, P (a|b) 1 = 1/#b 1 . The prior p is an algorithm parameter. P (b|a) k and p denote the compliments of P (b|a) k and p, respectively. Finally, in the recursive evaluation of B k (r), the previous belief evaluation (B k−1 (r)), replaces the prior p. A common criticism of Bayesian methods is the challenge of selecting the correct prior probabilities. However, as explained in Prop. 4, a prior in range (0, 1) has no effect on the rule selection process. Definition 1 (Belief). Recursive definition of belief.
The increasing belief criterion requires that a rule's belief does not decrease with respect to the previous observation, as shown in Def. 2.
Definition 2 (Increasing Belief Criterion).
A rule has increasing belief, at observation k, when B(r) k ≥ B(r) k−1 .
Properties and Proofs
Here, we present the properties we derived from the rule selection criterion of increasing belief (Def. 2). Property 1 (Increasing Belief Boundary). The belief of a rule r = a → b will increase or stay constant if the conditional probability P (a|b) is equal or greater than 0.5.
Proof. The increasing belief boundary property is proven by simplifying the expression B(r) k ≥ B(r) k−1 .
Property 2 (Saturation). If a rule reaches belief of one, new independent symbol observations will not alter the rule's belief.
Proof. Assume the belief B(r) k−1 is one.
Using the assumption
In saturation, changes to the probability P (a|b), i.e., the ratio between rule observations and the conclusion symbol observations, have no effect on the rule's belief. Proof. Note that when the rule and its conclusion symbol are observed for the first time, the probability P (a|b) = 1
Replacing the value of P (a|b) in Def. 1 for k = 1 yields B(b|a) 1 = 1. Therefore, the rule is in saturation.
Corollary 2.2.
A similar saturation effect occurs when the rule's belief is equal to zero.
Proof. When B k−1 (r) = 0, then, by Def. 1, B k (r) = 0, regardless of the value of P (a|b).
Property 3 (Premise Conjunction
). If a rule r with a conjunction of symbols as premise has increasing belief, its atomic rule constituents also have increasing belief.
Proof. Suppose that rule r is of the form (a, b, c) → d and it has increasing belief, but the constituent atomic rule r ad of the form a → d has not. Let #r, #r ad , #r bd , and #r cd denote the number of times the rule and its atomic constituents were observed in the dataset. Additionally, #d is the number of times d was observed in the dataset. Contradiction. #r #d cannot be < 0.5 and ≥ 0.5 simultaneously.
Corollary 3.1.
A similar argument to conjunctive premises cannot be made for rule conclusions. The atomic constituents of a conjunctive conclusion rule r are not required to have increasing belief for r to pass the increasing belief criterion. The constituent atomic rule frequencies have no effect on the rules' belief.
Proof. Assume there is a rule A → B, where B is a combination of symbols occurring only once in the dataset. Therefore, the rule A → B occurs only once too. Furthermore, P (A|B) = 1 implying that the rule has increasing belief due to Prop. 1. As a result, the constituent atomic rule's belief has no relevance for the rule with a conjunctive conclusion.
Property 4 (No-Prior-Worries).
For the increasing belief criterion, the prior parameter p has no effect for rule selection and any value in the open interval (0, 1) can be used. Using zero or one as p will cause the rule's belief to saturate (Prop. 2).
Proof. We look at the first iteration of the belief evaluation criteria.
By Defs. 1 and 2
Although the prior has no effect on rule selection, the prior determines a rule's final belief value.
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE BRM ALGORITHM
Algorithm 1 describes BRM's procedure, where D is a dataset, and t is a respective record or observation window in D. Observation windows are used to analyse timeseries. The algorithm parameter ow sets the size of the observation window. During analysis, the observation window moves in steps of one symbol. With t properly defined, BRM creates candidate rules from each t using select_candidate_rules. Candidate rules CR are created in two different ways depending on whether D is a database or a timeseries. For a timeseries, and to respect time dependency, the candidate rules are the result of pairing the first symbol in the observation window with all remaining symbols. In contrast, for a database, the candidate rules are all pairwise combinations of symbols in the record. Next, pass_selection_criteria(CR) returns a set of candidate rules that pass the selection criterion shown in Def. 2. The rules returned by pass_selection_criteria(CR) are added to the rule set A. Subsequently, any rule in CR that fails the selection criterion is removed from A. BRM only requires one pass of D.
ALGORITHM 1: Atomic rule mining
A.update(pass selection criteria(CR)) A.remove(!pass selection criteria(CR)) end cross check rules(A) quick update belief(A) return A BRM only evaluates a rule's increasing belief criterion when the rule is observed. Therefore, once BRM processed the entire dataset, rules are checked for loss of belief and removed if necessary. Loss of belief can occur in two cases: (1) the rule's belief saturated (Prop. 2) and additional observations did not change the rule's belief, or, (2) at the end of the dataset, BRM observed extra conclusion symbols without corresponding rule observations. Both conditions are checked by the cross_check_rules function. Using Prop. 1, cross_check_rules evaluates if the rules in A still pass the increasing belief criterion. Without cross_check_rules, the rule set A would depend on the order of the records. At last, the quick_update_belief function checks the saturated rules left in A, i.e., saturated rules that pass the belief criterion, and updates their beliefs. The function assumes that all unassociated conclusions occurred before any of the rule observations. Then, the belief of a saturated rule is computed using BRM's internal counters. Therefore, quick_update_belief does not require additional passes over dataset D.
To add some control to BRM's selectivity, we incorporated the parameter Selector s, with range [0,1], in the probability estimation P (a|b), as shown in Eq. 2. The Selector s determines the percentage of unassociated conclusion symbol observations to consider when computing a rule's belief.
For Selector s = 1, BRM's default behaviour is realised, i.e. all conclusion symbol occurrences are used. In contrast, for Selector s = 0, all candidate rules will be accepted, as P (a|b) = 1 and any rule will have maximum belief.
Alg. 1 extracts atomic rules, i.e., rules which have one symbol in their premise and conclusion respectively. More complex rules are found using Alg. 2, which is based on the premise-conjunction property (Prop. 3). For example, assume the rule (a, b, c) → d has increasing belief. Then, it follows that the rules
As a result, Prop. 3 is used to narrow the search space of conjunctive premises. However, as shown in Corollary 3.1, there is no mathematical requirement for conjunctive conclusions, e.g., a → (b, c, d), to have atomic constituents with increasing belief. Thus, we argue that it is the application that will specify how to search for conjunctive conclusions, i.e., whether or not to require atomic constituents with increasing belief.
Block.update(a) end end end end return NewRules Alg. 2 uses a breath-first approach. First, the function groups all atomics rules in A by their conclusions in the dictionary G, where for a list of rules [a i → b] ∈ A the premise b is the dictionary key, and the list of associated premises [a i ] are the values. Subsequently, for each conclusion b ∈ G and associated list of premises [a i ], we explore the different combinations of [ai] j to create new rules with conjunctive premises, starting with pairwise combinations (j = 2) and finalizing with the complete list [a i ]. For each value of j, a set P is constructed with all possible j-combinations of premises in [a i ], excluding those combinations that contain elements in set Block. Using each j-combination a in P as premise, e.g., a = [a 0 , a 1 ] for j = 2, new rules are constructed with b as the conclusion, e.g., a → b. The rules with increasing belief are added to the N ewRules set. For rules without increasing belief, the rule's premise a is added to the Block set. The search of conjunctive premises for conclusion b ends when the function reaches either the set of all premise symbols or an empty set P of unblocked combinations. The function finishes after evaluating all conclusions in G and returns the N ewRules set.
PROOF OF CONCEPT
With the experiment illustrated here, we intend to show how BRM helps to sort symbols according to their generating process. Specifically, we show that BRM does not suffer from support dilution. As a result, BRM can extract rare rules created by a process with rare symbol emission.
Methodology
We created a timeseries generator to simulate processes emitting common and rare symbols. Using BRM, we mined the resulting timeseries for atomic rules. With the mined rules, we constructed graphs, when independent subgraphs formed, each subgraph was considered a symbol cluster that represented a generating process.
The timeseries generator mixed two processes: (1) a common process p r (t) that frequently emitted random symbols, and (2) a rare process p c (t) that occasionally emitted a specific pattern of symbols denoted as a chain. The process p r (t) sampled vocabulary V r = 0, 1, 2, 3 using a uniform distribution. In contrast, p c (t) used vocabulary V c = 10, 11, 12 to emit the chain 10 → 11 → 12. The chain symbols were always emitted in the same order, but the timing between symbols varied uniformly, sampled from the integer interval [1, 10] . The timeseries generator filled the gaps between p c (t) emissions with symbols from p r (t), resulting in a dense timeseries. Additionally, the timeseries generator used 1000 sampled symbols from p r (t) and 20 chains from p c (t). p c (t) chains were uniformly distributed throughout the timeseries and could not overlap. Eq. 3 shows an excerpt of a generated timeseries ts, with the symbols emitted from p c (t) highlighted. ts = [· · · , 0, 2, 3, 10, 2, 0, 0, 11, 2, 2, 1, 1, 12, 2, 2, 2, · · · ] (3)
We processed the timeseries with BRM and created graphs using the mined atomic rules. To improve the subgraph separation, we tested the following filters: (1) a confidence threshold of 0.5, matching the implicit threshold on P (a|b) found in Prop. 1, (2) a filter based on the Bayesian factor, and (3) selecting the rule with the highest confidence for each conclusion. In Eq. 4, we show the estimation of confidence for a rule r = a → b, where #r and #a are the rule and premise observations in the dataset respectively.
The Bayesian factor was estimated using Eq. 5, where #(a → b ), #r, and #(a → x) denote how many times the respective rule was observed in the timeseries, and A is BRM's final set of atomic rules.
For comparison, we implemented an exhaustive search FRM and applied the same rule filters to create the graphs. Following previous FRM approaches, e.g. Huang et al. [22] , we used a minimum-support threshold of 0.1, and assumed a uniform distribution of all available symbols in the timeseries.
Evaluation
The goal of this experiment is to separate the symbols into their generating processes. To evaluate BRM performance, we grouped extracted rules into the following categories: (1) R r contained all possible atomic rules that use V r symbols, (|R r |: |V r | 2 = 16) (2) R c contained all atomic, time ordered, decompositions of the chain 10 → 11 → 12, i.e., We chose the aforementioned rule categories based on the insight they provided into BRM's functionality. The direct process separation occurred when BRM only extracted rules from the categories R r , R c , and R cv . As no rules bind symbols from the two generating process. Rules in R cv were not generated by p c (t). Thus, they are considered a separate category. Rules in R cr and R rc connect the symbols from p c (t) and p r (t) and no direct process separation was possible. R cr and R rc were defined as independent categories to evaluate BRM's effect on symbol association between frequent and rare symbols, when considering their position in the rule. To quantify the BRM mining performance, we defined the extraction rate for a rule category R with size |R| as shown in Eq. 6, where A is the mined rule set.
We performed a search over BRM's observation window parameter to analyse performance. The parametric search looked for observation window sizes in the range between [2, 500] symbols in one symbol increments. One hundred timeseries were generated for each observation window size. We selected a window size that minimised the chances of extracting rules from categories R rc , R cr , and R cv . The selected window size also ensured that BRM always mined all rules from the R c and R r categories.
To evaluate rule filtering methods, we generated a new batch of one hundred timeseries. We extracted rules using BRM with the observation window previously found, and applied the rule filtering methods for each timeseries. Finally, we averaged the number of times the symbols were correctly separated into generating processes p r (t) and p c (t) respectively. The same evaluation was performed using FRM.
Results
We found that FRM could not retrieve the symbols from V c as their support was around 0.01. Using the downwardclosure property on support, we inferred that any atomic As a result of the increasing belief criterion, BRM never extracts rules from the R cr category. As the observation window grows, BRM extracts rules from R cv , which are innocuous for the generating process separation task. Therefore, the separation task is achieved by removing R rc rules from the final set A using a confidence threshold filter. rule from p c (t) will also not pass the minimum-support threshold of 0.1. In addition, we saw that if extra symbols were sampled from p r (t), then, p c (t) chain's support diluted. In contrast, BRM's rule selection criterion does not depend on the number of symbols in the timeseries. Therefore, BRM always retrieved the chain generated by p c (t). Fig. 2 illustrates how the rule categories were extracted as a function of the observation window size. Using an observation window larger than the expected symbol timing of p c (t) of five samples, BRM always extracted all rules from the R r and R c categories, which are needed to separate symbols according to their the generating processes. Rules in R cv were extracted when at least two partial chains were seen by the observation window. The R cv behaviour for different observation window sizes indicates that, to extract the original symbol chain from p c (t), BRM needs to use an observation window in the range [5, 8] . Rules from R rc always fulfil the increasing belief criterion and thus, R rc rules are always extracted. In contrast, R cr will never pass the increasing belief criterion and therefore, R cr rules are never extracted by BRM, which implies that a rare premise will never associate with a frequent conclusion.
We chose an observation window size of ten symbols to ensure that we will always extract the rules from R c . However, the choice of observation window meant that we would also retrieve some instances of rules from R cv and R rc . Rules in R cv had no impact on process separation and could be ignored. Therefore, the separation task was achieved by removing the R rc rules from the final set A using the rule filters. We found that the confidence threshold filter always correctly separated the symbols into generating processes. The Bayesian factor filter only selected the chain rules and therefore no symbols from p r (t) are grouped. Finally, the best confidence per conclusion filter failed to separate symbols into two generating processes, because p c (t) symbol 10 is always associated as conclusion with a p r (t) symbol.
CENSUS AND CHEMICAL EXPOSURE DATABASE MINING
In this experiment, we illustrate BRM for database mining and analyse the differences in results retrieved by BRM and FRM.
Methodology
We used the publicly available dataset from Huang et al. [22] . The dataset comprises US census tract information from the American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year summary files for the 2010 to 2014 period. Moreover, the dataset contained chemical exposure data generated from the 2011 National-Scale Air Toxics Assessment (NATA), specifically, air pollutant exposure concentration. Huang et al. reported results for two mining scenarios: (1) mining rules using the socioeconomic variables as premises and chemical exposure variables as conclusions (S→C), and (2) The poverty score was computed as the percentage of population per track that had a ratio between income and poverty level below 1.5. Additionally, deciles seven through ten were combined. Education score was calculated as the population percentage per track that had demonstrated education beyond high school level. Deciles eight through ten of the education score where merged. Finally, the race score was calculated as the percentage of the non-white population per track.
Evaluation
We chose Huang et al. [22] as a reference because they analysed the problem and provided relevance criteria to interpret the extracted rules in their field. We reasoned that if BRM extracted rules that were in Huang et al.'s selection, then, BRM's increasing belief approach can extract relevant rules.
In our preliminary test, we noticed that BRM was very selective and only extracted five rules. Therefore, we used the Selector s to control BRM's sensitivity (see Eq. 2). We performed a parametric search on the Selector s, using 200 equidistant samples from the range [0, 1], to find the value that allowed BRM to extract the missing rules from Huang et al.'s S→C and S→S scenarios.
For any new-found rule, we computed the oddsratio (OR), with a 95% confidence interval (CI). The CI was calculated using 10000 runs of bootstrapping, following Huang et al. [22] 's evaluation of rule relevance. Table 1 lists the mined rules from Huang et al. [22] S→C scenario, with their respective BRM's selector value s, support, and probability of premise given the conclusion P (a|b). Using BRM's default behaviour, i.e., with s = 1, we extracted only five rules. To extract all rules from Huang et al., BRM required a selector lower than s = 0.68. The conditional probability P (a|b), i.e., the premise a probability given that the conclusion b was observed, describes the ratio of conclusion observations associated to the premise. Thus, a higher P (a|b) reflects the rule's relevance, because a larger portion of the conclusions can be explained by the premise. The rules extracted exclusively by BRM show that the conclusions are associated between 51% to 73% with their respective premises in the S→S scenario. Whereas for FRM based rules, the maximum association is 52% for the S→S scenario. Therefore, BRM rules would have a higher chance of correctly predicting the conclusion when the premise is observed. In the S→C scenario, the best association is 59% for both BRM and FRM. With s = 1 there were no conjunctive premise candidates in ether scenarios. In S→C, even after setting s = 0.6, there were no resulting conjunctive rules that pass the increasing belief criterion. In S→S, the disjunctive conclusion rules Poverty score=1→ Education score = (7 or 8), and Race score = 1→Age group = 40-150, both have increasing belief with P (a|b) of 56% and 53% respectively. Therefore, rules with disjunctive conclusion suggest that the categories from Age group and Education score could be merged.
Results
Tab. 3 shows the odds' ratio (OR) and estimated 95% confidence interval (CI) for rules exclusively extracted by BRM in the S→S scenario. The OR analysis showed that the new rules had higher OR than the rules from Huang et al, whose OR ranged from 1.75 to 3.56. Rules with increasing belief had the largest OR in both mining scenarios. Thus, BRM rules are more likely to appear in a repeat experiment, and therefore, BRM rules may be deemed more desirable.
No Filter
Bayesian Factor Confidence ≥ 0.5 Best Confidence BRM FRM Figure 4 : Graphs constructed using rules derived by BRM, FRM, and different rule filters. Without a filter, both BRM and FRM produce a single graph and no useful routine information is extracted. A balance between activity count per graph and number of independent graphs was achieved using the Best confidence per conclusion filter.
REHABILITATION ROUTINE MINING
We show how BRM can be used to interpret patient behaviour during stays at a day care rehabilitation centre. We compare BRM and FRM for classifying patients into physically active and sedentary groups. However, we observed that FRM represents the cohort's average behaviour and thus fails to assign patients to groups.
Methodology
For the rehabilitation routine mining experiment, we used activity labels from the longitudinal stroke rehabilitation study of Derungs et al. [23] . The study was approved of the Swiss cantonal Ethics committee of the canton Aargau, Switzerland (Application number: 2013/009). There were eleven patients in the study, aged 34 to 75 years, five female, and four used a wheelchair. In addition, we used data from a patient excluded from the original rehabilitation study [23] , for a total of 12 patients. Patients visited the day care centre for approximately three days per week over three months to participate in individual and group training sessions, socialise with others, and follow personal activity preferences. Some training sessions available to patients were physiotherapy, ergotherapy, and training in the gym. Patients performed activities of daily living, including walking, eating and drinking, setting the table, writing, and making coffee. Behaviour of each patient was recorded for up to eight hours on 10 days at the centre by two observers accompanying patients. In addition, body motion was recorded using inertial sensors attached to wrists, upper arms, and tight positions. During the observation time, the examiners annotated patient activities using a customised annotation tool on a smartphone, resulting in a total of 16226 activity labels. Therapists scored patients for their ability to execute activities of daily living independently using the Extended Barthel Index (EBI) [24] . The EBI consists of 16 categories. Each category receives a score within the range zero to four, where zero means that the patient requires full support, and four means the patient can live independently.
We started by mining atomic rules from patient's activity labels. Subsequently, we filtered the rules and created graphs. Each resulting independent subgraph was considered a routine, which was analysed by a study observer to assign a routine label. We observed that by removing an active patient from the mining dataset, the resulting routines would change with respect to the routines extracted using all patients. Removing a sedentary patient had no effect in the resulting routines. Therefore, we classified patients into physically active or sedentary groups by removing the patient's data from the mining dataset. We refer to the patient classification method as patient exclusion process (PEP).
Evaluation
For BRM, we used the default Selector s = 1 value and an observation window of 20 minutes. For FRM, we used an exhaustive search algorithm with a minimum-support threshold of 0.0038. The minimum-support threshold value was chosen to obtain the same number of rules as for BRM. Both methods were set to extract atomic rules only, used label names as symbols, and their start times as symbol timestamp.
We evaluated each mining method by submitting their extracted rules to the same post-processing two stage procedure: (1) rule filtering, and (2) graph-based routine classification. In the rule filtering stage, we evaluated three filtering methods: Bayesian factor (Eq. 5), confidence threshold of 0.5 and best confidence per conclusion. With the retained rules, we built a graph and extracted routines as independent subgraphs. For each mining method, we chose a filter for the post-processing procedure that provided a balance between activity label count per graph and the number of independent graphs. Subsequently, we compared the mining methods with their respective post-processing procedures to classify patients into physically active, and sedentary groups using PEP.
Based on the type of the majority of activities in the routine, a study observer named BRM routines as socialising, eating, using the phone, intense and balance training. Whereas, FRM routines were named mobility, eating, and cognitive-motor training. We observed that FRM routines lacked emphasis on activities related to socialising.
Results
The No Filter column in Fig. 4 shows the resulting graphs based on atomic rules extracted by BRM and FRM methods. Activities in both graphs are hyperconnected, i.e., multiple edges connect activities. However, for FRM, there are nodes with one edge. FRM rules do not describe the flow from one activity to another, but rather, the associations of repeating events, e.g., repetitions of an exercise. In contrast, BRM looks for successive activities, and the respective low count of activity transitions vs exercise repetitions does not affect the rule selection. For both mining algorithms, the hyperconnected graph yielded no useful routine information.
We evaluated the effect of rule filtering on graph creation. With a Bayesian factor ≥ 1, BRM mined rules focus mostly on self-referencing activities, e.g., walking → walking, resulting in single activity subgraphs. In contrast, the Bayesian factor filter removed most of the FRM rules. The resulting subgraphs had too few activities to consider them as routines. For FRM rules, the confidence filter reduced the graph size, but it was unable to create independent subgraphs. However, with BRM rules, the confidence filter selected many self-referencing rules. The confidence filter was able to create two more subgraphs than the Bayesian factor, containing four activities each. However, there were too many single activity subgraphs to consider the split as routines. We obtained the best balance between the number of subgraphs and activities per graphs using the best confidence per conclusion filter. After filtering, BRM-mined rules yielded five routines, whereas FRM-mined rules yielded only three. Fig. 4 illustrates the resulting subgraphs for each mining algorithm and rule filtering method. Fig. 5 illustrates an example of the changes in routine graphs when removing patients with active and sedentary behaviour. In the Appendix, we have included the complete set of graphs for the PEP analysis. For both mining algorithms, when removing one patient, the routine's activity composition varied, but the assignment of routine labels by the study observer did not vary. In the PEP analysis, using the best confidence per conclusion filter, BRM mined routines that grouped patients into physically active and sedentary groups. We observed that the removal of patient ID 10 made the routine using a phone disappear. Apparently, the patient frequently used the phone. We found that the physically active group contained patient IDs 2,4,6,9, and 10. The physically active group refers to patients following their rehabilitation schedule closely. No relation to activity intensity or EBI score was found. The active patient group consisted of one wheelchair rider, patients with different EBI starting points, and some patients, where the EBI score did not change. When a patient from the active group was removed, the extracted routine number reduced to four and socialising was always missing. The result appears counterintuitive as the sedentary group has been likely involved in socialising, but could be explained by the chosen 20 minute observation window, which causes BRM to focus on transitions between activities of at most 20 minute duration. Sedentary patients would perform individual activities for periods longer than 20 minutes. Therefore, their socialising activities would not be associated into rules.
For comparison, we performed PEP analysis for FRMextracted routines using rules with the best confidence per conclusion. We found that the removal of any one patient did not affect the extracted routines. Therefore, FRM provided no further insight, and classifying patient's into physical activity groups was not possible.
CONCLUSIONS
BRM's parameters can be adjusted using process knowledge. Selector s is a proportion of conclusions to consider, which does not dilute if the dataset size increases, and therefore can be calculated as the ratio of the expected rare and frequent symbol frequencies. The observation window size is determined using the transition times between events of interest. The prior p does not play a role in rule selection. In contrast, most FRM-based methods use parameters that are difficult to define in terms of the processes or dataset properties.
The prior p determines the rule's final belief value. Therefore, comparisons of absolute belief values across datasets requires attention to the prior values used with each dataset. With this consideration, we do not propose belief as a stand-alone rule interest metric.
The first limitation of BRM is the sporadic association of frequent premises with infrequent conclusions into irrelevant rules. By using a filtering stage, we removed the irrelevant rules. However, we found that the filter of choice depends on the experiment. For example, in our proofof-concept experiment, we used a confidence threshold to separate symbols into generating processes, and for the rehabilitation routine mining experiment, we used the best rule confidence per conclusion. We theorize that, in general, if the distributions of symbols in the dataset is not uniform and the mining task is to separate per underlying process, then the confidence threshold filter may be more useful to remove irrelevant rules, whereas best confidence per conclusion filter is better suited to extract transitions between symbols.
We believe that BRM rules provide meaningful insight, in particular on rarely, but consistently occurring relations, which may provide application experts with new hypotheses to investigate. For example, as seen in the S→S scenario of the database mining experiment, BRM provided additional rules over FRM that hint to a predominantly white ageing population (Race score = 1 → Age group 40-150), and to a correlation between low poverty score and high education levels (Poverty score = 1 → Education score = 7 or 8).
In this paper, we presented an exhaustive search implementation of a BRM algorithm. Nevertheless, he optimisation strategies used for FRM could be adpated to BRM by replacing the minimum-support with increasing belief and the downward-closure property with Prop. 1 and Prop. 3.
BRM is not a replacement for FRM. The application should drive the choice of algorithm branch. If the application task is to extract symbol relationships from a single process, then, FRM is suitable. If instead, the task is to separate multiple process in the dataset, then BRM is suitable and may provide more insight over FRM. We summarise the difference between both branches as follows: FRM focuses on extracting rules that describe the commonalities between generating processes. In contrast, BRM looks for rules that describe each process.
The rehabilitation routine mining experiment illustrated the difference between both association rule mining branches. Routines mined with FRM did not change during PEP analysis. FRM mined routines that were common to the entire population. With BRM, the routines changed during PEP analysis, grouping patients into active and sedentary groups. Hence, FRM answers the question: what routines are commonly done by all patients?, and BRM answers the question: what types of patients are there?
In this paper, we defined increasing belief using the Bayes theorem recursively. We introduced the BRM branch to the association rule mining taxonomy, where rules are extracted using increasing belief, and presented an implementation of an exhaustive search BRM algorithm. We showed that BRM does not suffer from support dilution, and that BRM is capable of extracting rare rules from a dataset. The proof-of-concept and socioeconomic experiments illustrated how BRM extracted frequent and rare rules. In the rehabilitation routine mining experiment, we used BRM to mine rules, create routines, and group patients into active and sedentary groups. Only BRM rules provided patient grouping information.
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